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About This Content

The Premium for Life Pack permanently unlocks Premium membership in Robocraft.

Premium membership grants the following in-game benefits:

Grants all paint colours for use in the Editor

Doubles the amount of experience earned from matches

Upload your own personal avatar picture

Additional Cosmetic CPU

Please note, the robots featured in the promotional shots are not included in this pack. This bundle is also available via the
Robocraft in-game shop.

The contents of the Premium for Life Pack are awarded the next time the purchaser logs into Robocraft, as long as Steam is
running in the background. This pack can only be purchased once per Steam account.
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robocraft - premium for life pack

This game could have been a lot better, but it isn't. The ship upgrading part of the game is pretty cool and that had me excited.
Unfortunately, that was all. It would be nice if you received more money to better experience what all the upgrades have to
offer.
The collision\/hit boxes are terrible, primarily on your own ship. You try and go around a stationary enemy and you end up with
a collision even though there was plenty of space between.
The camera isn't entirely top-down like most shoot-em-ups, but that's not necessarily a good thing, especially not with this game.
Sometimes it's almost impossible to tell if any bullets are going to hit you or if you're able to dodge them. Chances are, you're
going to get hit. There's a game called AirStrike. That one's much better.
At first I thought this game was designed to be tough, but later on I just wasn't so sure. I enjoyed Raptor, Tyrian, and Do-Don-
Pachi. This game felt like it was challenging only due to design flaws.. This game is not worth $20 in its current state. I don't
regret my purchase, but I will generally support any rts game, that I think has potential, and this game does have that.

Pros:
1) A little bit of base building.
2) A decent variety of units.
3) Experienced based global abilities per game.
4) Can pick your loadout( or what your able to build in game) out of\/before game and save 3 different loadouts.
5) Suprisingly for once, good scale.

What it needs:
1) Better environmental system of advantages and disadvantages. Height, cover, obstacles( firing lanes), and concealment.
2) Repair system.
3) Unit Vetrancy.
4) More variety of same type of units. Both in the armory and what your able to build. You should be able to build a couple
different kind tanks, with differnt versions of each kind.
5) The armory needs at least 10x the selection for each unit. And it may need a point system in in of itself, to minimize
exploitation, the cost of the unit in game might be enough to offset this, but I am not so sure.
6) More structures and implacements.
7) Bigger maps.
8) A little bit more zoom out.

Cons:
1) No campaign. For this type of game, its not really a con for me, but I know for a lot of people it is a deal breaker.
2) A lack of everything I stated it needs. :)

Overall its playable in its current state, and while I recomend the game, I do so only to those that understand what an early
access\/alpha\/beta means and the kind of support and patience that indie\/one person developers need. I will edit later
accordingly.. May become a good game, i like it and have a lot potential but right now its big mess.
The game simply dont save, it gets stuck at 40% sometimes 50% and never end the task. It does create a save file image but then
you cant load it or delete it.
Very, very unbalanced, at least in normal mode, population consume more food and water than they can produce. Crazy
nonsence math mechanic at the moment, for example takes 30 days for 4 people to produce 12 food, 8 days for 3 people
produce 3 water. You cant even feed those who produce much less the others required for other buildings.
Days pass way too fast, people take 2-3 days to go from one side of the small village to the other to tend basic needs, half die
along the way obviously, not that they will have food or water available anyway....
Day and night cycle makes no sence, unless the game is set in another planet, where it only gets dark once a month.
I do belive in this team but i cant recomend this game, not yet.. A great game to play at work when I have a downtime and can't
leave the office. It keeps my hands warmed up and I also get to learn a few excerpts from famous writers.. Edit: Maybe
Multiplayer is more enjoyment, but I doubt you'll play that for a longer time either.

This is a tricky one. On the one hand I quite enjoyed my 1 hour with it...on the other I also have no inclination to continue
playing after 1 hour, so that's why this review has to be negative. I could even be "demanding" a refund now, but since the game
isn't really bad, it would feel kind of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 to do so. A demo would have been nice,
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however.

Alright, my experience: I was about to enter the last level of the game on my 2nd try when I lost about 40 health to a shot gunner
in melee, despite shooting first (I'm Han Solo after all!), so that is when my glorious run sadly ended...and glorious it was. I had
a shotgun, which almost one shots every enemy in close combat (2 shots for armor wearing guys) and a plasma pistol, which was
mutated (more on that later) to be chargeable, which could penetrate several enemies in line. I also had a shield and a moderate
amount of life left. Everything was going well, but eh...too bad.

Now to the premise of the game: It's a twin stick shooter with apparently a lot of different weapons (I found like 10 so far out of
50 or so in the game, though I wonder what else there could be...certainly enemies didn't have any other weapons, apart from
some form of grenade launcher). In any case, you're rogue-liking your way through about 8 levels to beat the game, collect
weapons, ammo, armor and health. You can carry 4 small weapons or 2 big ones at any given time and swap between them (dual
wield or 1 big weapon). Ammo is scarce, health even more so. You kill enemies, collect their "essence" and thus gain mutations
after a while. These are all randomly chosen, but you can pick 1 out of 3 each time and they can be mighty boons. So far so
good.

But the game has its problems. For one it is very slow. This goes for movement and shooting. Hazarding a guess I'd say getting
hit by enemy bullets if you're at least somewhat competent shouldn't really happen all that often after a few runs. So the question
is where's the challenge...and there is none. As long as you have ammo and play a bit safe\/know how to aim, you should beat
the game or at least make it to the final boss. If you DO die, you will lose ALL your progress up to that point and the enemy
who has killed you will pick up your stuff and "evolve" to become a mini-boss. You can then choose to advance to that mini-
boss in your next run and try to kill him to get all your stuff back if you want to. WHY you would want to do that is a mystery to
me, because unlike other enemies the mini-boss is actually really tough and will possibly cost you more health and ammo than
your pickups are worth. There are also weapons in the game that sound great in theory but are horrible in the game. One
example is the minigun, which has a really high rate of fire compared to other guns (dah), but only 200 ammo, which means you
will have fun using that weapon for about 30 seconds before you can discard it again, because you will NEVER get enough
ammo back to ever use it again. The single shot weapons are just way more ammo effective and deal almost as much damage if
you know how to aim.

So, final verdict: Utopia 9 has some nice ideas and the game isn't terrible, but it's also not something you need to pick up imho. I
got it during the summer sale for 4 bucks, so ok, a beer would provide me as much entertainment for just as long for the same
price. Pass, unless deeply discounted and you're itching for a twin stick rogue-like (although playing this with controller seems
rather moronic...). A stellar soundtrack for a stellar game, includes 2 hours of original music!
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I had really fond memories of this game, but most of that was from the demo where the majority of the enemies are melee only
and you don't have to deal with the AI's laser lock-on system.

It plays almost like a single player version of Counter-Strike, except it's actually still fun and nowhere near as cheap (most of the
time) as the deleted scenes of Condition Zero. Corner jiggle peeking is rewarded and prolonged spraying of the automatic
weapons is punished with poor accuracy.

It's good but not as great as I remembered and I would actually recommend playing on the easiest difficulty to avoid having to
exploit the AI when dealing with the more powerful bullet sponge enemies in the 2nd half of the game, as I had to in my recent
play through.

There are fan patches, source ports, and texture packs available to accommodate the higher resolutions of modern monitors and
future proof the game for current and future operating systems.. No don't get mad at me, I really like GS-youtube channel and
appriciate how they have made "warioware" into PC, genre that feels only to be dominated by Nintendo themselves.

The biggest problem I had when trying it was how there wasn't control tutorials before first time in certain sections. I just found
myself frustrating all the time because I didn't know the controls which are important to know immeadilty in these types of
games.

Anyway keep up the good work boys, not only on making great youtube-videos but also videogames!. gives card drops. So much
better than the version that came with my Windows 95 in the old days. God damn this game was very challenging back then and
still is very challenging in 2017.. Cute game, fun but not recommended for casual play. Kinda too hard if you think this is just a
normal puzzle game. Sometimes you need a good logical thinking and fast hand. Otherwise you'll get frustrated.. dont buy just
dont. its not working like it shold
. Bad graphics, poor gameplay, set the key controls and when you start the game you set the default, 60fps in media with "Good
pc" and suddenly low to 15, really?.
Not what I expected, at all.
If I saw videos about this but decided to buy it and give it a try but no, impossible to play this game.
Greetings and to improve all this gentlemen, although I doubt it because they do not update it anymore.. Neat little game. Nice
style, very simple (needs no explanation to play) and cool physics. Sure, there are other games that are "better" for 4 or 5 times
the price but 2 maps and 2 difficulties per map for $5, this isn't a bad value.
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